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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
This month marks one year that the GVWG has been an online-only guild. It seems like such a long
time ago, yet it seems like only yesterday that a bunch of us were scrambling around trying to make
sense of Zoom and remote demonstrations and figuring out a meeting format that would work best.
Fast forward one year and we seem to have hit a stride with our combination of monthly online meetings with guest demonstrators, the occasional Saturday remote demonstrations by overseas turners,
our Monday-after-the meeting online Tech Talks and our weekly online Dessert Chat for socializing.
Sadly, Focus on Fundamentals, Turning 101, the Form & Finish discussion group and access to our
video library have fallen victim due to being difficult (or impossible) to bring online effectively. Having said that, we continue to plot and scheme ways to overcome some of those barriers. We will keep
you informed if/when solutions start to gel.
Last month at our Annual General Meeting we elected new board members and thanked departing
board members whose terms had expired. We welcome Bruce Campbell back to the board as our new
Treasurer, replacing Bob James whose terms had expired. Bob will continue on the board as a Member At Large. We also welcome new member, Sheila Balzar, as a Member At Large and our liaison for
the AAW Women In Turning committee. We thank departing board members Dustin Cook, Phil Vetra and Peter Hill whose terms as Members At Large have expired. For a complete list of the 2021
GVWG Officers, Appointees and Volunteers please see the last page of this newsletter.
I can’t begin to describe the volume and complexity of the outstanding work accomplished behind the
scenes in the past year by the 2020 board and volunteers. Their tireless energy, ingenuity and creativity is what has allowed us to steer our club through and around the endless obstacles imposed by
the pandemic. Their efforts have made it possible for the GVWG to not only survive but thrive during
these difficult times. They deserve a huge thank you from all.
I would like to remind everyone that we are still looking for one or more volunteers to take over the
role of coordinating local demonstrators for our monthly meetings. Of course, for the present times,
it is a moot point. We have an amazing lineup of remote demonstrators scheduled until the end of
2021, but we are hopefully optimistic that we might be able to meet again in person sometime in the
early months of 2022. It would be good to have a lineup of demonstrators prepared for that eventuality. This is a vital role for the guild if we are to have demonstrators at our monthly meetings postCOVID. Once again, many, many thanks to Larry Stevenson who has taken on this role since 2005.
Be sure to thank Larry next time you speak to him.
Stay safe!

Steve
President’s Challenge
March: Spalted
April: Blue
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Editor's Notes
By Des Wilson
This month we have what I hope you will agree are a number of interesting and informative articles
together with many photographs of excellent work of our members. The tech talk review by Bruce
Campbell has an array of interesting discussion topics, while Larry Stevenson has produced two of
his comprehensive and insightful pieces on lathe maintenance and his adaptation of Jumbo jaws.
This is followed by a whimsical discussion of the trials and tribulations of using Sorby texturing
tools. I expect, like me, that many of you have these tools but rarely use them as they take quite a bit
of practice. Gary Burn’s experience, while in the end successful, emphasizes perseverance!
Hopefully, you can attend Eric Lofstrom’s virtual demonstration on Thursday next (March 25, 7pm)
where we will be treated to an array of texturing and coloring techniques.
Remember to have your photos for future newsletters and guild meetings sent to gallery@gvwg.ca
so that both Brian Lunt and I can get them in good time for inclusion in our events.
Finally, I would urge guild members to send in articles for the newsletters. The newsletter is only as
good as the content that we receive.
Thank You,

Des Wilson
Editor

Front Cover: Natural Edge Lidded Finial Bowl
by Dennis Houle. It is 10”x5” turned from a
birch burl. The finial and base are turned
from maple and coloured with aniline dye to
match the bark.
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John Beaver Demonstration
On February 25, 2021, John Beaver from Pacific
Palisades California demonstrated how he
makes his rib or fin vases. John is well known for
his spectacular wave vessels (Fig.1) but this time
demonstrated how to insert segments of vertical
ribs into the side of a vase. Based on the concept
of flying buttresses often used in ancient cathedrals, this technique involves cutting thin strips
of veneer of a contrasting wood and inserting
them into the original vessel. (Fig.2) The vase or
bowl is first turned in the normal fashion, leaving a foot that will enable it to be rechucked in
the lathe, and the vase is then separated into two
halves on a bandsaw using a plywood jig at-

tached to a chuck. The ribs or fins, large enough
to protrude beyond the diameter of the vase, are
then sandwiched and glued between the vase
halves using Titebond II glue. Once set up this
process is repeated several times until a sequence of ribs radiate across and outside of the
original vessel. Finally, after the glue has set the
vessel can be put back on the lathe to finish the
inside. Ribs and waves can be combined into one
piece ( Fig.3)
More information on John and his work can be
found at www.johnbeaver.net
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Eric Lofstrom Demonstration
March Monthly Meeting
“There is nothing more powerful than being
inspired by an idea and having the confidence to create that one-of-a-kind piece on
the lathe. (Eric Lofstrom)
At our March 25th monthly GVWG meeting, Eric Lofstrom will be
providing an interactive remote demonstration on “Textures & Finishes for Turners” .

I have requested that people "register" for the meeting, so we can
access a list of participants who attended (complete with names
and emails) and also so that participants can send me questions
prior to the meeting, if they want. This step might be new to your
members, so you may want to include a quick note about it. Each
attendee will need to enter their name and email to register, then
Zoom will automatically send them a direct link to the meeting.
They will then be admitted to the "Waiting Room" and welcomed
into the meeting by one of the Co-Hosts. Attendees can register as
soon as they receive the above invitation, or they can register
minutes before they intend to join the meeting.

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the Zoom meeting.
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Tech Talk
By Bruce Campbell
Tech Talk is held on the Monday evening following the Guild ZOOM session. The credentials for the session are sent to all registered
Guild members and all are encouraged to participate in the free-flowing discussion centered on
technical aspects of woodturning. The February
session was held on March 1st, 2021 with over 30
attendees. Thanks to all for you questions, contributions and discussions.

cleaned on the saw. Everyone agreed the blades
should be removed, folded up and soaked in
Simple Green overnight. Then washed clean and
remounted on the saw.

This lead to a discussion on ways to keep blades
clean. Having a wheel brush properly installed
on the lower (power) wheel is a great help but of
even greater help is to have the saw properly
plumbed to a dust collector that can handle the
volume of sawdust being generated. If there is
Sanding Paddles
build-up on the tires it is likely that dust is being
I began discussions by showing my sanding pad- trapped between the blade and the tire repeatedly
dle purchased from Vince’s Wood and Wonders and getting caked on. Good dust collection helps
(http://vinceswoodnwonders.com/product/
to prevent this and keep you blades clean.
sanding-paddle/). These are durable pads, about
8” long and 3 ½” wide made from stiff neoprene Keeping the blades sharp is important too. Not
with Velcro on both sides. This allows me to only does it improve the cutting action of the saw
have 4 different grits on my hand at once and but it significantly reduces the effort needed to
because I have two of them I can have all grits feed the wood through the saw. Read former
on hand all the time. They are slightly flexible member Dennis Cloutier’s account of why that is
but not really enough to work inside a bowl, but important in Sharp Bandsaw Blades Revisited in
our January 2006 newsletter https://gvwg.ca/
otherwise, they are really handy.
docs/Newsletter2006/Jan2006.pdf It has to do
with keeping your fingers.
If you want to try sharpening your own bandsaw
blades have a read of my article in our November
2005
newsletter
https://gvwg.ca/docs/
Newsletter2005/Nov2005.pdf
called
Hand
Sharpening Bandsaw Blades

Cleaning Bandsaw Blades

Gary added that Cindy Drozda has a great video
on how she sharpens her bandsaw that can be
found here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=N5zxJesP_2I He also mentioned that he regularly rubs candle wax on his blades to help reduce buildup and uses a sharpening stone to
round the trailing edges of the blade helps with
steering a cut around tighter corners.

OSMO Finishes

Steve H asked for clarification on the use of Simple Green to clean band saw blades. He asked if Dan M gave a report on his recent experiences
the blade should be removed and soaked or
(Continued on page 7)
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These unique abrasives come in a wide range of
shapes, sizes, and drive systems but all are meant
to be spun on a shaft (www.3mcanada.ca/3M/
en_CA/p/c/abrasives/brushes/bristle-discs/)
These can be used to sand highly irregular surfaces such as those that have been carved and are
widely available in automotive finishing stores.

using OSMO Wooden Flooring Finish as a bowl
finish. He has found that 2 coats, applied with a
white Scotch Bright pad give a smooth, hard finish that buffs well and does not darken the wood
as much as Wipe-On products. It is available
locally (Lee Valley, Bow River, Wood to Works,
etc.) and can be had in matte or gloss. At around EMTECH Water-Bases Lacquer
$26 for 125 ml it is quite costly but Dan notes Larry and Merv spontaneously joined forces to
that it only takes a little for each coat.
talk about EMTACH water-based lacquer. Both
Contour Gauge and Bristle Brushes have found it to give excellent results, is easy to
clean up, and is more environmentally friendly
Des shared his recent experience with SAKER than other spray finishes. Larry maintains that it
brand contour Gauges. These units are plastic is the best product he has ever sprayed. It can
and come in 5” and 10” length. An advantage also be applied with a natural-bristle brush. It
over others like it is the positive lock mechanism can be found locally at Lee Valley.
that holds the desired contour until you release
the lock. While I would not try using this on a Hearing Protection
moving turning, it would be useful when getting Steve F shared his exa perfect match is important.
perience with his new
ISOtunes PRO 2.0
Bluetooth
Earplug
Headphones.
These
Bluetooth 5.0 connectable in-ear units have
heat-activated memory
foam eartips that expand like an earplug to
significantly
reduce
outside noise. They are
ANSI-certified
and
OSHA-compliant with
27 dB Noise Reduction
Rating (NRR) and volume-limiting technology.
They claim to have a 16+ hour battery life between charges and offer noise reduction whether
they are connected to Bluetooth or simply “on”.

Des went on to show two sanding products from
Steve says these are great for reducing persistent
3M.
shop noise like a dust collector, air cleaner, or
your lathe. They are available widely for around
$125 CNDN.

Monarch Spruce Tree
George L. asked if it would be worth grabbing some
Monarch Sprue wood from a tree scheduled to be
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

removed in his neighbourhood. The general consensus was that, being a conifer, it would be quite
“stringy” and have lots of sticky pitch in it. Not so
good for turning but we all agreed it would make
great firewood.

Fixing an Oops
Sheila shared a problem and asked for suggestions.
She had turned a wooden handle for a crochet needle
but did it “backwards”. That is, she turned the shape
before drilling a hole for the tool. Several suggestions were put forward and she settled on the idea of
padding the finished handle and then gripping it in
pin jaws so she could drill the hole with a Jacobs
chuck mounted twist drill. Check out her step-bystep record of the process.

The Tech Talk sessions continue to be quite popular and the conversations are wide-ranging and informative. As we look to the future when we can resume face-to-face sessions at Sapperton Hall, there is some
discussion about keeping Tech Talk as a ZOOM session. It would provide more time for discussion and be
quieter than in the hall. Do you have an opinion on this? Let me or any Board member know and meanwhile, keep your turning projects safe and fun.

GVWG
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Guild Member Profile - Chris Stiles
2. Tell us about your workshop/ studio.
We have a two car garage in our house that has
mostly been taken over by my workshop. A couple of years ago I upgraded to a Laguna 18-36
lathe which has greatly expanded my capacity.
Coming from a flatwood background I also have
equipment for that which includes: bandsaw,
tablesaw, router table and a couple of drill presses plus various hand tools.

1. Tell us about your background – how
did you get into woodturning?
I had an early introduction to woodworking. My
father had a workshop in the basement when I
was growing up and I was given my first set of
tools and workbench when I was six years old
then went on to take the usual woodworking
classes in school. For many years I only did the
occasional project but in my mid-thirties injuries
forced me to step back from sports and I turned
back to woodworking. Eventually I found myself
making a table for our kitchen nook and started
thinking about how many more design options
would be available with a lathe. That led to me
taking a couple of classes at Lee Valley. Soon after I bought my first small lathe, discovered the
woodturners guild and became hooked on making wood round.

(Continued on page 10)
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make them interesting.
5. What finishes do you prefer using?
I have a few that I like to use depending on the
piece and how it’s going to be used. Polymerized
tung oil is probably what I turn to most often. I
like the combination of ease of application, durability and appearance that is offers. Other finishes that I use regularly are wipe-on-poly and CA
finish for small items such as pens.
6. Do you ever incorporate other materials into your pieces?
Sometimes, I have experimented a bit with stabilizing and casting using different resins mixed
with wood or other materials like pinecones, coffee beans, etc.
7. What other types of woodworking or
pursuits do you have?

Having come from a flatwork background I still
revert now and then. Recent projects have included a tea box as a graduation present for one
my nieces and a parcel delivery box to safeguard
3. What tools do you most like using on the growing number of online purchases that
your lathe?
seem to be the trend lately. I also still try to play
a bit of old boys rugby to the dismay of everyI’m not sure I really have a favourite. I like to do body outside the rugby community and whole
a variety of different things at the lathe and usu- hearted support of my teammates.
ally whichever tool is best suited for the task I
am trying to accomplish is what I want to be us- 8. What inspires you – where do you get
ing. If there is one commonality it would be that
your ideas from?
the tools I prefer are mostly cutting tools although there is a time and place for scrapers as I get ideas from a variety of sources. Some of it is
well.
driven by trying to think of new gift ideas for
family members. Two nieces in particular are
4 What is your favourite wood.
now in their late teens and I have always made
then their gifts for birthdays and Christmas so
I enjoy exploring the different kinds of wood that that is getting to be quite a few different ideas. A
can be found locally. Big leaf maple and cherry lot of ideas come from watching demonstrations,
of course but there are others I never thought seeing pieces that other people have made and
about before I encountered them and just gave reading books or magazines. Some ideas just
them a try. Some of those include: black locust, seem to stew in the back of mind for a while be
mountain ash, yew, fig, magnolia and more.
(Continued on page 11)
They each had their own characteristics that
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fore crawling out and insisting on being made.
9. Who has been the greatest influence on
your work?
I can’t answer that without mentioning my dad
who first sparked my interest in woodworking.
Our interests did diverge later but he was someone I could always talk to about ideas or what I
was working on. Outside of that I have been
greatly influenced by numerous people at the
guild. All those who have submitted pieces to the
instant gallery and done demonstrations at
meetings. Gerry Vickers and Lance Rossington
should be mentioned as well as they were running Turning 101 when I first started with the
guild and I learned some of my fundamentals
from them.
10. Where do you usually display and/or
sell your work?
I sell on Etsy and at some local markets. Most
often the Friday night market in North Vancouver when that is running. I’ve also been in a few
consignment shops with the latest one being the
Pacific Arts Market in Vancouver.
11. What is the most challenging piece
that you have made so far?
I think that would have to be the urn I made for
my dad. There were quite a few new skills that I
had to figure out in a short period of time when
he passed and I was asked to make the urn. My
experience with hollow forms is fairly limited
and I also decided to try chasing threads for top
for the first time on that piece. Another thing
that made it difficult was that I decided to use
wood that I found on their property which was
still green so it had to be twice turned. I think I
did a bit of microwave drying if I recall correctly.
It worked out in the end I think it was worth it
because I was able to use wood from a butternut
tree that my parents had planted themselves
back when they first bought the house.

12. What is your favourite project to
date?
That’s hard to say. I have some pieces that I have
really enjoyed but the longer I keep them around
the more I see flaws or just things I would like to
do differently. I suppose one piece could be
something I haven’t finished yet. The President’s
challenge a few months ago pushed me to try
one of those ideas that had been stewing in the
back of my mind for a while. I turned and hollowed a rugby ball. That part is complete but I
am still working on putting the logos for some of
the teams I’ve played for on it. I also want to do
some texturing and make a stand in the shape of
a kicking tee. I really don’t know what I’m going
to do with it when I’m done but this is one project that really is just for me since I don’t think
anybody else would have ever played for the
(Continued on page 12)
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same mix of clubs as I have.
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intrigued by some of the airbrushing techniques
and am thinking about using that for some of the
logos I want to put on my rugby ball. Finally I
would like to try a bit more hollowing. This is
kind of an endless list since there always seem to
be more things to learn and try out.
15. Where do you think you most need to
improve?
Can I say everything? I think it is difficult to improve if you don’t recognize the flaws and areas
for improvement in your own work. It is pretty
rare that I look at something I have made and
don't see something that I would want to do better in the next piece. I don’t mean that in a negative way but I think it is natural to want to continually improve. Besides that I think cleaning
and organizing my workshop would be a great
area for improvement. I find that when I have
more time in the workshop I am actually better
at getting things cleaned up and organized and it
makes for a safer and more enjoyable environment.

13. Where do you see your work going in
the future?
I think it will be a mix of refining what I am already doing and trying new techniques. I like
repetition because of skill growth that comes
with doing the same thing several times but I
also like to change things up and try new things.
14. Are there any new techniques you
would like to try?
I have a bit of a list. I have begun incorporating
some carved features with some of the footed
bowls I have been making but I think there is
much more to explore on that avenue. I am a bit

GVWG
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Shocking Surprise - You Won’t Believe What Happed Next
By Bruce Campbell
Some wonderful technology has come to wood
turning over the last 20 years and the availability
of cost-effectiveness CBN wheels on slow speed
grinders is a great example. I upgraded my 8” x
1” 54/80 grit stone wheels to 8” x 1.25 80/180
grit CBN wheels about 4 years ago and like many
of my friends I had to remove the outer covers to
accommodate the wider wheels. I reasoned that
since the risk of a shattered wheel had virtually
been eliminated than the need for the covers was
also lessened. What I did not do is update my
safety protocols.

breaker. If that had been a stone wheel then 1)
the covers would have been in place and 2) being
non-metallic it would not have shorted out the
wires.
I had taken the advantages of the new tool but
had not thought through the new safety protocols that would be needed.
As if to drive the point home even harder, when I
started the grinder it made a horrible grinding
noise like the bearings were shot. A day later
after stripping the motor apart and replacing the
bearings I confirmed it. The short had send a
jolt from the sander through the CBN wheel to
the convenient ground of the grinder and along
the way arced through the bearings pitting them
heavily.

Recently I was hard at work and turned to sharpen a gouge. I had gotten in to the habit of leaving a detail sander plugged in but turned off beside the grinder. I use it a lot in my work so having it conveniently located made sense but what
happened next was “shocking”.
So, the takeaway for me is: When a new piece of
equipment is added to your toolkit rethink your
As I turned off the grinder and turned back to
safety practices. This was a relatively inexpenthe lathe I bumped the cord to the sander. A mosive lesson for me both in terms of money and
ment later the shop lights went out because the
personal health. Nonetheless, it was a real wake
cord to the sander had fallen against the CBN -up call to me to always keep safety up-to-date
wheel which had abraded right through the insu- and in mind.
lation shorting the unit out and kicking a circuit
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Flexcut Carving Tools
By John Hammond
This is a very handy set of carving tools. The set
consists of ten chisels and a handle in a tool
role. The chisels are sharp when you buy them
and ready to use. The handle is ergonomically
well thought out and fits a lot of different grip
stiles from push cut, to pull cut, and has a nonslip area on the handle that is a delight to use.
The tools hold an edge very well in the basswood
carvings I have done, but I do recommend the
optional honing kit because you will need to
sharpen them, given time. The sharpening angle
is well suited to the basswood blank and the
honing kit.

The set is best used for small detailed carving as
the tools are small and light, not good for hogging out large amounts of wood at one time
This set would be great for carving decorative
friezes around platters and shaping the edges of
pierced pieces.
I give this set 9 out of 10 (I docked one mark because I drew blood getting one of these tools out
of the roll). Caution these tools are very sharp
right out of the package.
Happy wood hacking.

GVWG
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Lathe Maintenance
By Larry Stevenson
In November of 2020 I did a remote demo for
our guild on turning 3 different Christmas ornaments. Due to Covid-19 lockdown I was not
able to have Brian here doing the video. This
required that I pre-record everything and show
the various videos and talk about what was going
on. What I noticed in presenting this was that
my lathe was rather noisy, and the noise was
coming from the drive belt. My lathe is now 15
or 16 years old and has had lots of turning done
on it. In fact, you could revolve the spindle by
hand and hear some noise. The belt is a poly V
belt and there wasn’t any appreciable wear that I
could see but there is methods of gauging the
wear on these belts. Basically my belt has 10 V’s
and as the belt wears the belt move closer down
into the pulleys. There is gauges available to
measure this wear and tell you when it is time
for a new belt, but it was noisy so why not replace it. I ordered a new belt directly from OneWay as it is a metric belt and isn’t available from
the local auto supply stores and the price wasn’t
exorbitant.

belt off the drive shaft and place the new belt
around the shaft and reassemble the bell ends
into the tube and tighten everything up again.
Easy Peezy. Why do we need to consider preload? Well as we are turning and the belt is driving against the pulley there is friction as well as
the bearings revolving, and eventually the shaft
gets warm. A warm shaft gets longer and the
closer the bearing are to each other where the
pre-load is set the better. If the bearings are far
apart and are of the tapered variety there can be
a change in the bearing running loose. I am not
going to go into this but am bringing it up because it is my belief that everyone should be able
to replace their drive belt and set things back up
correctly. If you have a manual with your lathe
and it explains how to do this, great. If not you
may want to consider contacting the manufacturer to get a technical document that explains
how to change your belt and set up the bearings
correctly.
As a point of interest, I downloaded a free db
meter application to my phone and measured
the noise level running at 1000 RPM unloaded
before and after changing the belt and there was
a 6 db drop in the noise level. I do not know how
accurate these apps are but that doesn’t really
matter here. I used the same RPM and kept the
phone in the same position for both readings. I
do notice the difference in the background noise
level of my lathe. These things take so long to
wear that one wouldn’t notice it getting noisy
unless you had a comparison.

Now I am fortunate to own a OneWay as they
have made belt changing a breeze. Why do I say
this, well when you are taking a headstock apart
you need to be aware of how to reset the bearing
pre-load. In the OneWay all the pre-load is set
in the headstock bell end with back to back tapered bearings and this is set up at the factory.
The bearing on the tailstock side just floats and
doesn’t require any setting up. To change the
belt you need to remove both the tailstock bell
and the headstock bell by removing the 6 allen
head bolts on each end and then use 2 for jack- You may want to just keep a new belt in stock for
that time when you need to change it or want to
ing screws to push the bell ends out of the headreduce the noise level.
stock. The shaft will stay with the headstock bell
end and you move it out far enough to slip the
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Fun With A Sorby Texturing Tool!
By Gary Burns
I have heard there are a lot of people with a Sorby Texturing Tool in a drawer somewhere.
There are a lot of woodworking tools out there
that have a reputation of having what is called a
“Learning Curve”. I found the Sorby Texturing
tool definitely fits that category.
I took a course with Michael Mocho from New
Mexico and among other things, he made the
Sorby Texturing Tool sing! Oh, were we impressed! A few of us tried it right there. It didn’t
do what he had done. Asked him to show us
again. We tried again but still didn’t accomplish
what he had done. He said it does take practice.
I wanted the Sorby texturing tool I had witnessed what the tool was capable of and I knew
there was a learning curve.
This tool really adds characters when decorating
bowls.
And the journey began.
Load up a piece of wood and a practicing we will
Sorby Texturing Tool Fine Wheel
go. I saw this tool do bands around the outside
of a bowl. I saw this tool put a pattern on end
sign, there will be a multitude of patterns to figgrain. So, let’s have at her. “Well, that was a disure out, and then you must remember those
aster, what’s wrong” I said to myself. Yes, I was
combined steps.
talking to myself.

Try another pass on the side. Hum, kinda looks
like a feeble attempt. But it did leave a kinda pattern. Cut that off. Attack from a slightly different angle. Try more pressure. Well, that extra
pressure really helped; it helped skate that tool
across the piece so fast I just scratched the whole
side. Cut that mess off. Hold that tool with a
Each one of these will take several attempts plus death grip so it’s not going to skate this time.
combining steps to achieve a design. In a deYou know the tools does it. You are doing something wrong, so cut off that mess and go again.
How much pressure is too much? How much it
not enough? What angle are you presenting it to
the wood? How high or low should the tool rest
be? What speed should you be at?

(Continued on page 17)
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a start. Then I remembered, the tool has 4
wheels, not just one. Oops, I was starting to
think I got it kinda,,,, So put on a different
wheel. Okay, you will get the feel as to which angle to present the wheel to the wood, and figure
out how much pressure. Got that under control,
got the right grip to stop it from skating -- well
most of the time.
Time to get more wood. Maybe it’s time to try
another species. Thinking out loud again, (my
wife thinks I have company).
Back at it you will see some success to build on.
Played more and more and having success
throughout the rest of the day. Still not making
anything, just practicing, cutting that attempt off
and going again, and again.
Next morning, I said today’s the day we will
tackle end grain, inside the bottom of what
would be a bowl. All that time learning how to
secure the tool, how to stop it from running, how
to present it to the wood to get different patterns, had finally paid off.
Okay it’s time!

Time to turn a small bowl.

Sorby Texturing Tool Coarse Wheel
Not getting a very deep marking on this maple
piece so hang on for dear life, and push really
hard to make a stronger mark. It will work this
time! Nope, just popped it out of the chuck.
Thoughts of this tool becoming airborne crossed
my shop came to my mind.
Call it a night.
Next morning, saying today’s the day! Feeling
positive.

(Talking to myself again) “It’s just wood, you
Four hours later, actually seeing some improve- have lots of it, who cares, just go for it, the fire
ment. Actually, made a band around that block. stove is pretty close”. Small bowl turned and it is
Chewed up pretty good but enough of a band to time to put a band around it with a few different
(Continued on page 18)
actually put a burn line on each side. But it was
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Oh, never thought of that. The tool is hanging
farther over the tool rest! Death grip time again.
I want to create a little flower in the middle, so
just hold the tool and push slowly in dead centre.
Okay, just leaving a little mark, back again, a little more pressure. Hey that worked well! Okay,
time to make a wide flower pattern. Or do I say
stop? No, just go for it.
Wow, the confidence is building, -- that looks
great. Put a few burn lines to define it.

That did the job, so I am done. Or am I! What’s
left? Oh, the bottom has nothing, (wood turners
always check the bottoms). Now that creates a
whole new set of problems. How do I hold it so
the bottom is totally free? Ah ha! Cole jaws! 1/2
hour later jaws taken off, Cole jaws put on, adpatterns using different wheels.
Hey that justed to hold this little bowl. Then I was able to
worked! Added a few burn lines to define the apply a totally different pattern on the bottom.
texturing. Wow, that makes it stand out. Okay
I was done. A very large smile came across my
we are on a roll. Now hollow out the bowl.
face! My perseverance had produced the ending
I was after. Now all that hate turned to love and
I can put so many different textures inside, outside, bottom and top.

If you own some Sorby Tools, and many do, take
them back out of that drawer and tell yourself
that as the tools are capable so you just have to
be determined enough to make it work .
.

GVWG
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Jumbo Jaw Accessory
Oh, the Possibilities!
By
By Larry
SheilaStevenson
Balzer—GVWG WIT Liaison
It has been my experience that knitters like to
create more knitters, weavers to make more
weavers, and turners like to turn out more turners. Discovering and joining communities are
wonderful ways of working to learn the craft, explore possibilities, and gain new experiences,
eventually becoming part of the continuous cycle.
With groups of people and organizations that
become quite massive in size, how does an organization tap into smaller cohorts of people
who might otherwise be too intimidated, too far
away, and too (you fill in the blank) to join in?
One way is to create smaller groups, chapters,
and committees.
Members of the American Association of
Woodturners (AAW) pondered such challenges
and the Women In Turning (WIT) committee
came to be as a means of increasing participation of women in the field of woodturning.
This community has brought together an incredible set of information and resources to build
confidence, to share inspirations, and to encourage others to take a deep dive into finding one’s
own voice for becoming even more creative.

riety of creative backgrounds to explore, to up
their game, push themselves a little more—not
only in woodturning—but in all areas of what
may be possible.

I joined the GVWG community in the Fall of
2020 after discovering the joy of woodturning in
September. This spring I became a member of
the GVWG board, taking on the role of WIT Liaison. Since I joined the GVWG, there have been
so many members generous with encouragement, knowledge, and guidance. Here is an opportunity for me to give back to the GVWG club
as I explore this Exchange program and report
back about this experience.
The AAW website has all the details, archives of
presentations, and registration for the 2021 WIT
Virtual Exchange. Deadline to register is April
11, 2021. Collaborations begin mid April with
projects to be completed by June 11. In the past,
teams have been made up of 3-4 participants. I
am curious, who else in our area might be open
to participating too? Might this also be an opportunity to meet and collaborate with some of
the fellow women woodturners in the GVWG?
The 2021 Exchange is open to more than just
woodturners, and you may know creatives in
your own circle who may love this experience
too. So spread the word!

They also devised an Exchange program, that
started as an in-person event, but with the realities of life during a pandemic, became virtual. Oh, the possibilities!
Carrying on, adapting, evolving into something
more, in April 2021 they are beginning their next https://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/
iteration of the 2021 WIT Virtual Exchange.
WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx
This community is gearing up again to come together to share knowledge and skills, and to
stimulate creativity while fostering collaboration. This time, inviting women with a wide va-
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Jumbo Jaw Accessory
By Larry Stevenson
I like to make all sorts of odd pieces that require alternate ways of holding them so that you can
turn them. This includes spheres and round tubes that have wings and are hollowed. This required
coming up with a new method of holding them that wouldn’t mar the surface. I already own a set of
OneWay Mega Jumbo jaws and had in the past screwed blocks of cedar onto the jaws and shaped
them to the desired profile for the piece I was working on. There was one problem with this. As I
tightened the jaws onto the piece there is a tendency for the blocks of wood to be stressed and move
a little bit. I was hesitant to tighten these too much and decided to modify the method of mounting
these blocks onto the jumbo jaws. Here is what I came up with.

I have first mounted 4” angle aluminum onto the
jumbo jaws. The wood blocks are screwed to the
aluminum angle on the outside face. I have made
the angle aluminum such that they can be mounted in two different positions on the jumbo jaws.
The outcome has been favorable as the wood no
longer has a tendency to creep or move slightly
from its mounting position.

Here is a look at the mounted jaw with the 4”
angle aluminum piece. You can see that there
are 4 mounting screws onto the jumbo jaw. It
is mounted to go as far out on the jumbo jaw
as possible. If the angle aluminum was on the
closest mount the centre hole at the inside
edge would allow access to the jaw to chuck
mounting screw

(Continued on page 21)
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To turn the profile that you need to hold your
piece you will need to lock the jaws firmly so
they do not move while you turn your desired
profile. I have done this by inserting 4 pieces
of ¼” thick hardboard between the jaws and
tightening the edges of the jaws on these
pieces. This stops any movement and allows
you to turn your profile.
This doesn’t leave you much room to tighten
the wooden jaws onto your piece so the profile must be accurate. I line the wooden jaws
with pieces on rawhide to protect the piece
being turned. It is held to the wood with a
piece of carpet tape. Beware of the speed restrictions when using these jumbo jaws. They
are not safe at high speeds.

Here is a picture of the jaws holding the piece
that I was working on. The ends of the tube
being held was the outside edge of the log section and you can see the sapwood ring of the
tree. Of course the bark is gone but having
this curved end of the tube is what required an
alternate way of holding this piece.
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2021 WIT Virtual EXCHANGE
The past years have shown us how important the EXCHANGE has become to a community of
women turners in stimulating creativity, fostering collaboration, and facilitating self-confidence.
After the success of the first Virtual WIT EXCHANGE, the WIT Committee has committed to continue the program and expand it to include as many women as possible this year. We encourage all
prior participants to reach out to their circle of artist friends (in any media) to consider participating
in the 2021 Virtual EXCHANGE .
The WIT committee believes that introducing artists from other media into this E XCHANGE will
open new avenues for creativity. At the same time, the art of woodturning will be introduced to an
entirely different group of women. The Virtual EXCHANGE creates an environment which will expand awareness of woodturning beyond our current community. This exposure to different media
will also foster infinite creative opportunities.
The WIT EXCHANGE welcomes women of all skill level. It is a collaborative project that will enhance skills, friendships, and self-confidence. It’s designed to be hard work, but lots of FUN!
Here is how it works:











Registration is required and open now through April 11, 2021. There is no fee to register but
membership in the AAW is highly recommended for ease of communication. (If you are not currently a member, please consider an Affiliate membership - free to first time members so you
can see all the AAW has to offer).
Register as soon as possible (prior to April 11, 2021) to join us for the 2021 Virtual WIT EXCHANGE.
Save the date to join the Zoom orientations on April 14 or April 16 (you will receive meeting information and a reminder to join the meeting) to begin the EXCHANGE and the fun!
During orientation we will meet all the participants, choose words and find out who your new
teammates will be for this EXCHANGE.
To guide you through the process, you will also receive a calendar.
The goal of this EXCHANGE is to push you to the next level in your creative process. Learn or
share new techniques. Network with an expanded community of women artists. (Did we mention the FUN??!!)
Teams will meet virtually which may present challenges, but we will definitely be in sync with
the social distancing guidelines!
All projects will officially start after the orientation meetings in April and are to be completed by
June 11.
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Instant Gallery
February 2021 Meeting

Chris Stiles - Small Yew Bowl

Chris Stiles - Large Yew Bowl

Chris Stiles - Large & Small Yew Bowl
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Instant Gallery
February 2021 Meeting

Chris Stiles - Cherry Wing Bowl

Chris Stiles - Ironwood Bowl with Feet

Chris Stiles - Twisted Peppermill - Maple
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Instant Gallery
February 2021 Meeting

Michael Moult—12” Norwegian Maple Bowl

Larry Stevenson - Fumed Acacia - 7 x 9”
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Instant Gallery
February 2021 Meeting

Ed Pretty - Old Press - 12 x 24 x 48” Capacity

Ed Pretty - New Press
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Larry Stevenson - Corkscrew Hazel Pen

Bob James - Cherry Christmas Trees
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Merv Graham - Spruce & Twigs - 7.5
x 2.5” - Tea Light in Top
Compartment - Lacquer Finish
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Marco Berera - “Twiggy” - !0.5” Tall

Steve Fairbairn - Goblets - Laburnum 1.5 x 3.5”
& 1.5 x 4.75” - Walnut Oil Finish
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Sheila Balzer - Sun on Boxwood

Sheila Balzer - Assorted Items Boxwood, Maple, Laurel (all green)
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Gary Burns - Laburnum Napkin Rings
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Brian Lunt - Angler Fish with Vine Twig 5.5 x 1.75” - Airbrushed Paints

Brian Lunt - Twig Vase - 6 x 3” - Teak
Oil Finish
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Chris Stiles - Cherry Twig Pot - 8.5 x 4.5” - Tung
Oil finish

Steve Hansen - “Tea on Twig” - 7” Tall - Turned
on 25 Centres
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Dan Moleschi - Mushrooms - Sumac ,
Holly & Yew

Dan Moleschi - Twig Pot - Juniper
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Marco Berera - Spring-Loaded Toilet
Paper Thingy - 5.5 x 1.125” - Alley Tree
Branch & Maple Dowel
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Des Wilson - Ikebana - Maple & Ammonites

Des Wilson - Ikebana - Dyed Maple
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Des Wilson - Japanese Box with Twig- Plum

Des Wilson - Spalted Alder with Twig
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President's Challenge Gallery
“Twig”

Des Wilson - Box—Cork Branch & Padauk

Please submit your Instant Gallery and Presidents Challenge
Photos to gallery@gvwg.ca
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in
case you need to turn the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.



Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.



Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder
and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.



Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.



Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.



Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never
leave them in place, even for a moment.



Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry,
or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating
parts or accessories.

When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is
solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.






When turning between centers, be certain the
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.



Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.



Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.





Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the
machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult
your operator’s manual for recommended speeds
for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is
compatible with the size of the blank.



Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular
shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid
these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.

Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding
the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner.
Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.



Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.





Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make
sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning
the lathe on.

Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.



Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.



Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning



Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and other conditions that may affect its operation.



Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool
for a purpose for which it was not designed or intended.


cords.


Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres- 
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.



Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.



Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric
cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension

Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.
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Calendar of Events 2021
Date

Time

Location

Event

2021
Mar 25th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Eric Lofstrom – “Textures & Finishes for Turners”

Mar 29th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Apr 22nd, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Apr 24th, 2021

11:00am

ZOOM Meeting

Apr 26th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

May 27th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Greg Gallegos – “Turning a Podlet”

May 31st, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Jun 12th, 2021

11:00am

ZOOM Meeting

Jun 24th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Jun 28th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Jul 22nd, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Club Meeting
Member Show N’ Tell

Jul 26th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Aug 26th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Club Meeting
Virtual Shop Tours & Tips

Aug 30th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Sep 23rd, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Roberto Ferrer – “Wall Sculptures
Made Easy”

Sep 27th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Oct 9th, 2021

TBA

ZOOM Meeting

Oct 28th, 2021

6:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Nov 1st, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Nov 13th, 2021

11:00am

ZOOM Meeting

Nov 25th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Nov 27th, 2021

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Rebecca DeGroot
Saturday Demo
Richard Findlay – “Hand Cut Barley Twist”

Saturday Demo
Chris Parker – “Texturing”
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Keith Gotschall – “The Holly-wood
Bowl”

Saturday Demo
Glen Lucas
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Harvey Meyer – “Basket Weave Illusion”
Tech Talk
Saturday Demo
John Jordan – Topic TBA
Club Meeting
Main Speaker - Michael Hosaluk – “End Grain Hollowing”
Tech Talk
Denotes guest speakers.

Special points of
interest:



Next Meeting:
Thursday Mar. 25, 2020
at 6:30 PM,
ZOOM Meeting



Main Speaker:
Eric Lofstrom - Textures
& Finishes for Turners



President’s Challenge:
March - Spalted
April - Blue

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members At Large:

Past President
Educational Coordinator:
Communications:
Librarians:
Food Chief:
FOF Coordinator:
AAW Women in Turning Liaison:
Turning 101:

Steve Fairbairn
Steve Hansen
Dan Breck
Bruce Campbell
Annie Prefontaine
Des Wilson
Bob James
Brian Lunt
Sheila Balzar
John Hammond
Dustin Cook
Rob Smith
Bill Fowle
Volunteer(s) Needed
Brian Lunt

communications@gvwg.ca

John Hammond
Dustin Cook
Sheila Balzar
Peter Hill
Tracy Kennedy
Dustin Cook
Brian Lunt

Visiting Demonstrator Advisor:

Art Liestman

Webmaster:

secretary@gvwg.ca
treasurer@gvwg.ca

Peter McLaren.
Rachel Tius

Visiting Demonstrator Liaison:

Newsletter Editor:
Newsletter Publisher:
Wood List Coordinator:
Digital Photography:

president@gvwg.ca

Des Wilson
Steve Fairbairn
Dennis Houle
Jay & Lin Mapson

editor@gvwg.ca

Steve Hansen

webmaster@gvwg.ca

woodlist@gvwg.ca

